Mitochondrial tRNAs as light strand replication origins: similarity between anticodon loops and the loop of the light strand replication origin predicts initiation of DNA replication.
Stem-loop hairpins formed by mitochondrial light strand replication origins (OL) and by heavy strand DNA coding for tRNAs that form OL-like structures initiate mitochondrial replication. The loops are recognized by one of the two active sites of the vertebrate mitochondrial gamma polymerase, which are homologous to the active sites of class II amino-acyl tRNA synthetases. Therefore, the polymerase site recognizing the OL loop could recognize tRNA anticodon loops and sequence similarity between anticodon and OL loops should predict initiation of DNA replication at tRNAs. Strengths of genome-wide deamination gradients starting at tRNA genes estimate extents by which replication starts at that tRNA. Deaminations (A-->G and C-->T) occur proportionally to time spent single stranded by heavy strand DNA during mitochondrial light strand replication. Results show that deamination gradients starting at tRNAs are proportional to sequence similarity between OL and tRNA loops: most for anticodon-, least D-, intermediate for TpsiC-loops, paralleling tRNA synthetase recognition interactions with these tRNA loops. Structural and sequence similarities with regular OLs predict OL function, loop similarity is dominant in most tRNAs. Analyses of sequence similarity and structure independently substantiate that DNA sequences coding for mitochondrial tRNAs sometimes function as alternative OLs. Pathogenic mutations in anticodon loops increase similarity with the human OL loop, non-pathogenic polymorphisms do not. Similarity/homology alignment hypotheses are experimentally testable in this system.